
Crochet Hooded Scarf 
enjoy!  Cathy Mangaudis 

 

 

Materials - Approximately 12 oz worsted weight yarn 

Gauge - 10 sts and 5 rows = 3" 

Hook - Size H crochet hook, or size needed to obtain gauge 

Hood: 

Row 1:  Ch35, dc in 3rd ch from hood, ch 1, 2 dc in same st, ch 1, dc in each ch across to second ch from 

end.  Skip 1 ch. In last st, Ch 1, (2 dc, ch 1, 2 dc) shell made. Ch 3, turn. 

 

Row 2:  *(2 dc, ch 1, 2 dc) shell in ch 1 space of previous shell.  Ch 1, skip dc of shell, dc in each dc across         

      to next shell.  Ch 1, (2 dc, ch 1, 2 dc) shell in ch 1 space of shell on previous row.  Ch 3, turn.* 

 

Rows 3 - 38:  Repeat row 2.  (Do not break yarn) 

 

• Fold work in half across, sc in both the beginning and ending shells on the edge of the panel.  Ch2, 2 

sc in ch 3 loops.  Continue closing in this fashion across, ending with 2 sc.  Fasten off and weave in 

your ends. 

 

• On the other side of the shells, fold back your work - (shell sts and 4 dc) and pin on both sides.  This 

makes the cuff around your face (see picture) 

 

 



 

Scarf: 
Row 1:  Ch 100.  Now, working on the right side of the hood, sc through cuff sts, including shell.  Sc  

   across bottom edge of hood to the middle 8 sts.  Sc in each st including the folded back edge of    

   hood, ch 102,  turn. 

 

Row 2:  Dc in 3rd ch from  hook (the two skipped stitches count as 1 dc).  Dc in each ch across and in   

   each sc at bottom of hood continuing to sc in each ch on the other side of the hood.  Ch 2, turn. 

 

Rows 3-10:  Work dc in each dc across.  Ch 2, turn (remember that the ch2 counts as 1 dc).  The scarf   

            should be about 5 or 6 inches wide.  Fasten off. 

 

Finishing:  Attach your yarn in the bottom corner of hood where it meets the scarf and sc across top                

         of scarf continuing around edge, bottom and up the other side, ending at the other  corner of     

         the hood.  Add fringe if desired. 


